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Who am I?

Background
Particle physics (theory/computation): numerical QCD
Applied mathematics: algorithm development for PDEs
Neuroscience: algorithms and tools for brain imaging

A common thread: open source computational tools
IPython: interactive Python
Matplotlib: visualization
Numpy: numerics
Scipy: scientific algorithms
Nipy: neuroimaging tools



What does it take to get reproducible research results?

Reproducible research practices!

Reproducibility at publication time?
It’s already too late.

Learn from a community (open source) where
reproducibility is an everyday practice

(by necessity)
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Mea culpa: a typical computational publication



Pages of algorithmia as equations or vague methods
descriptions



Tables and pretty figures. Now in color!
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Registration-wall software



Zip file/tarball dumps



Contrast: FOSS better than scientific research?
FOSS: Free and Open Source Software

Public distributed version control: provenance tracking



Pull requests: ongoing peer review



Pull requests: back and forth discussion



Branches: exploratory work with control



Automated tests: validation
The VTK Build Dashboard: immediate feedback



Public bug trackers



Documentation: Sphinx
Math, code and validated examples: literate programming



Docs with data, full code and references
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Version control everywhere
Git: the tool you didn’t know you needed

Reproducibility?
Tracking and recreating every step of your work
In the software world: it’s called Version Control!

Git: an enabling technology. Use version control for everything
Paper writing (never get paper_v5_john.tex by email again!)
Grant writing
Everyday research
Teaching (never accept an emailed homework assignment again!)

Advantages of pervasive distributed version control
Tracking of everyday results: a “time machine” view.
Distributed backup.
Explore lines of research/writing.
Collaborate with colleagues.
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Git for running a course? Yes! Die, email attachments!
Self-hosted Indefero (open source tool)



One student’s work



Git: publish your genome!
http://manu.sporny.org/2011/public-domain-genome

http://manu.sporny.org/2011/public-domain-genome


Limitations of git (and similar) for our purposes

Written for software development!

Sub optimal for tracking anything other than source code.
Not great for binary files.
No semantic intelligence

Purely line-oriented
No understanding of the structure of documents
Format-specific change-tracking?

Hard problem, (or a good CS research project)
Any CS grad students in the audience?
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Incentives and rewards

In Open Source
Individual attribution in commit logs.
Volunteers find reward in community.
For some, it’s part of their job.
No hidden work before “publication”: the process is open.

Academia: a naïve transplant won’t work
Success ⇐⇒ individual authorhsip.
Fears of scooping from open development.
Low/no requirements from journals. But changing!

Biostatistics, Open Research Computation, SIAM discussions
Science, Feb 2011: “To address the growing complexity of data and
analyses, Science is extending our data access requirement listed above
to include computer codes involved in the creation or analysis of data.”

Similarly for funding agencies.
Also changing: new NSF data management requirements.



Adopt a habit of reproducibilty
Make version control as routine as email

Git for your next grant
Git in your next in-house research project.
Disk is cheap! Separate repositories for:

Libraries: automated tests and docs during the development process.
In-house tools shared across project but of less generic use.
Project/dataset specific repositories.

Write your next paper with a repository that can produce all
results/figures.
Publish your next paper with the code/data repository for it

Properly licensed, see V. Stodden’s standard.



Use your influence to improve the situation

FINAL NIH STATEMENT ON SHARING RESEARCH DATA
...Reviewers will not factor the proposed data-sharing plan into the
determination of scientific merit or priority score.
[emphasis mine]
http://grants1.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-03-032.html

This must change!

Grant review panel
Credit proposals that do a good job on this front, note those that don’t.

Hiring/tenure/promotion committee
credit good computational work.

Teaching:
students must treat computing as rigorously as other parts of the
research. http://software-carpentry.org

http://grants1.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-03-032.html
http://software-carpentry.org
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Open Research Computation is an open access journal that publishes articles 
describing the development, capacities, and uses of software for researchers in 
any field. The journal also encourages submissions that review or describe 
developments relating to software based research tools. All software source 
code published in Open Research Computation is made available under an Open 
Source Initiative compliant license.

Submit your manuscript and benefit from:
•High visibility for articles through unrestricted online access
•No limits on article length, additional files, colour figures or movies
•Immediate open access publication on acceptance
•Expert peer review 

Now accepting 
submissions

Editor-in-Chief
    Cameron Neylon (UK)

www.openresearchcomputation.com
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